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SG budget review proposal
fails t~___receive ltf.ulligan.'s approval

Student Government would be a
full working member of the
A student government proposal budgetary review process able to
which would have effectively· promote student concerns and
established student participation in priorities in decisions which directly
the annual budgetary process was affect us all - budget allocations
rejected by Rev. Robert Mulligan, and tuition rates.
On December 9, 1980, during the
S.J., president of Xavier University, even though it had been same meeting in which it was subunanimously approved by both the mitted, the Student Government
Student Government and the proposal,· to quote from the
Budget Review Committee late in minutes of the meeting, "was called
a nd t he mo t io n passed
the fall semester 1980.
The proposal was submitted for unanimously."
consideration on December 12,
~1'w.~~~!iit~
1980, to the full Budget Review
Committee by Tony Bramer,
Jeanne Barrett, and Terry Cooper,
the three student representatives on
the board. It was composed of four
parts.
Essentially, it .stated that at least
one member of the board would
have to be an underclassman. This
student representative would then
have an equal vote with the r~:st of
the committee members.
It also called for this student to
fill a position on the Executive
Board - the smaller working group
within the Budget Review Commit-·
tee which deals with the details of
the· budget before it is submitted to
Rev. Robert Mulligan S.J.
the general floor as a whole. To
quote. the proposal, "The student
Having passed the Student
will be entitled to the same motion Government and the Budget
and voting privileges that the other Review Committee unanimously,
members of the Executive Board the proposal needed only the final
may exercise at Executive Board approval of Rev. MuiJigan~
Three months after the Budget
meetings."
If enacted, then, the student Review Committee had passed the
representative to be appointed by motion, Rev. Mulligan had still not
By RICHARD PALENCHAR
News Reporter

The school bus being ·used for shuttle service between Edgecllff and
Xavier had an accident Friday afternoon at approximately 2:45 p.m. The bus
clipped off two poles of the wrought Iron fence In front of Edgecllff, causing
minimal damage to the bus.

Proposed AASA · rep.· is
denied
c(Jmmittee. spot
,
representation to be unwarranted
by the nature of either committee.
Last spring, the Afro-American
The CRAC is viewed by the Xavier
Student Association (AASA) and Administration as a means of rap-·
the Task Force on Bla,ck Student port between the President and
Concerns suggested to Xavier Presi- local community leaders. Nagy,
dent Robert Mulligan, S.J., that who discussed the AASA proposal
students be appointed to the Affir- . with Mulligan last May, suggests
mative Action Committee and the that Mulligan is concerned that
Community Relations Advisory those local leaders may feel that
Council (CRAC). Rev. Mulligan re- their influence on the committee
jected the proposal.
would be diluted by additional
According· to Tony Brown, past Xavier representation.
·
president of AASA, "The Affir·Rev. Francis Brennan, S.J.,
mative Action Committee's ac- academic vice-president, concurred
tivities need to be steered away with Nagy's evaluation, and added
from mere monitoring of federal that the Affirmative Action Comregulations and toward a more ac- mittee is supposed to be a gathering
tivist role in recruiting a well- of the heads of Xavier's various hirbalanced faculty." Brown con- ing agencies, not an advisory body.
tinued, "Student membership on In general, Rev. Brennan noted that
the latter body can provide greater he has had "positive experiences"
creativity in the improvement of with students on committees but is
Xavier's image in the local Black "not uptight about the issue of stucommunity."
dent representation."
Rev. Mulligan, however, decided
Nagy believes that University
not to implement the suggestion. Committees are "more responsive
Though he could not be reached for than most people think they are"
comment, it is the opinion of both and offers the assistance of Student
Dr. Napoleon Bryant, Task Force Government's Executive Commitchairman, and Julius Nagy, presi~ tee, which' will meet tonight at 7
dent of XU Student Government, p.m. in the University Center's Terthat Rev. Mulligan feels student race Room.
By JERRY ELLIG
Newa Reporter

Shearer rumor denied·
By JULIE KUNKEMOELLER
Newa Reporter

.

If Mulligan goes, does Shearer go too? This is the rumor currently
floating around·the Xavier campus, sparked by the appointment of Rev.
Charles L Currie as president of Xavier University.
As rumor has it, the departure of Roderick Shearer, vice president and
dean for Student Development would be followed by the appointment of
Rev. Gene Carmichael, in his place.
·when confronted with the rumor, however, Carmichael stated that it·
was false and "to do that would be foolish. If I were Currie, I would keep
Shearer. for at least the fi~st transition. It would upset the ship too much to
change too many deans."

acted on it. Student Government
members directly involved in the
matter called for and were granted
a meeting with XU's president.
During this meeting Rev.
Mulligan revealed his discontent
over allowing a student position on
the Executive Board. He cited the
large amount of time the responsibility incurred, the confidentiality
of much of the matters discussed,
and the general inexperience a student would certainly have. Nonetheless, he said he would check with
the faculty before making his final
decision.
Since the bulk of the budget
review work is done during the
summer months, leaving the fall
sessions of the Budget Review
Committee to deal primarily with
budget trimming, Student Government was anxious to know Rev.
Mulligan's decision by April, so
that it could begin budget research
in order to effectively promote its
positions. Rev. Mulligan gave Student Government the go-ahead
without his final approval. He did
not expect to veto the package.
Student Government's next
move? Naturally it would like to
find out why, and then seek to have
the decision reconsidered. First, it
will request a meeting with Rev.
Mulligan to try to accomplish that
purpose. 1f this is unsatisfactory, it
planno-pcrirlon ·th'e Budget ·Review
Committee members and finally
students and parents in order to redress the situation.

Maintenance lacking manpower
.needed for XU housing problems
By EVELYN DZURILLA
Newa Reporter

Missing dressers, non-removal of
requested furniture, damaged
desks, and floods are among th.e
problems Xavier's maintenance encounters every year at this time.
The Physical Plant Department is
responsible for the heavy cleaning
jobs, furniture movement and
repair, electrical problems, and
plumbing. Jim Landers, head of the
department, explained that "we
just do not have the manpower."
.Efforts to ready the rooms for

r

this September were hampered by
the condition the halls were left in
late spring, according to Landers.
He cited instances of rooms needing
new doors and sinks, or others requiring paint jobs and carpet
replacement.
"Much of the damage to furniture, especially desks, appears to
be intentional," said Landers. "If
the problem is me, I'll get out. I
don't want to see this again next
year." Landers is currently in his
second year as director.
Graduate Assistants have com-

News workshop set
By MARY BETH HOFFMAN
New• Editor

Newswriting, copyediting, and graphics· will be the focus of a
workshop to be held by the Xavier News staff this Saturday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.
The workshop will give prospective journalism students a chance
to learn the basics of journalism, as well as offer a refresher course
to returning writers.
The workshop will begin with a get-acquainted and introductory
session. News staff members will be introduced and. the workshop
.materials will be distributed.
The newswriting session will be from 10:15-11:45 a.m. and will be
facilitated by Linnea· Lose, XU's director of Public Information,
and Felicia Lee, of the Cincinnati Enquirer.
After a complimentary lunch, the workshop reconvenes at 1 p.m. ·
with a graphics lab in layout and design conducted by Karl Kuntz
·
and Ron Iori of the Cincinnati Post.
Following a 15 minute break, the third and final workshop, copyediting, will start at 2: 15 p.m. and will be covered by Iori and Jean
Dye, assistant professor, Communication Arts Dept., Xavier University. ·
Any interested student is welcome at the workshop.

pleted room inventories and Senior
Residents will soon finish the final
check. A list will be made up from
those inventories and work orders
will be submitted to Maintenance
from the Housing department.
"We are only the referral agent
and have little to say in the
prioritizing of the work," com-.
mented Laurie Thomas, assistant
director of housing.
.
"Maintenance will never be
perfect," said Landers, "since we
can't respond as quickly as
everyone would like. We will try as
best ·as we can to do our job."
Re-side n t s w i t h r o u tine
maintenance can report it to Student Development at 745-3201 between 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Emergency
maintenance is available after those
hours or on weekends. During
those hours Maintenance can be
contacted directly.

All clubs and organizations wishing to hang
posters and flyers in or
on the . CBA building,
must submit such ·materials to Dr. Zimmerman's
office (CBA 205). Posters
and flyers will be· placed
in permissible areas by
his office staff only. Any
questions regarding this
policy can be directed to
Dr. Zimmerman's office
at 745-3131.
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CAMPUS COMMENT
Compiled by ROSE LUSHECK '
VIce Pntaldanl PRSSA

.

QUESTION: "How ·would you evaluate the Job
Maintenance and Housing have done In getting
the dorm rooms ready for the year?"

Photo by Charla• Bertola

PETE ADAMEK
Junior; Kent, OH
(464 Husman)

New policies concerning the locking of wing doors have led to questions regarding student security. Brockman
Hall, which became coed this year, Is one such place of concern.

Wings begin 'open door'· policy

"Speaking only for 4-E Husman,
they did a fine job refurbishing over
the summer. They spent a lot of money
replacing old carpeting and repainting.
The only problem was furniture miss"
ing from many of the rooms."

By EVELYN DZURILLA
News Reporter

•••
DAMIAN RIORDAN
Freshman, Birmingham, Ml
(117 Brockman)

"My room was in fairly good condition when I arrived. The hallway appeared to be very well kept and the
bathroom on my floor was exceptionally clean. My compliments to the
maintenance crew.

Wing doors will not be locked
this year in order to comply with
the Cincinnati fire code which requires two proven· escape routes
from an area in the event of a fire .
When asked about the loss of
security or the previously locked
wings Thomas remarked, "Wing
doors only give the illusion of
security. A building is only as
secure as the residents make it."
"We will do our part," Director
of Security Dan Wood stated.

"Basically, security measures will
be their (the residents) own."
Wood suggested that "common
sense" be used in keeping room
door locked at all times, in never
propping open outside doors, and
in refusing to admit any stranger into the halls.
According to security officer
Amos Young, "Residents should
challenge a stranger's right to be in
the building or on the wing and stay
alert for actual or potential crime in
progress, reporting them im_me!!_i~~Jy__!_(_) .. · Senio_!'_~esident.!.

11

•••
n'ST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

LAURA JANE WEBB
Junior, Cincinnati, OH
(526 Kuhlman)

(513) 821·2288
Come Visit Our Center
7719 Reading Road
Cincinnati, OH 45237

for Information About Other Centers In More Than 85 US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 100·223·1712

1 feel maintenance and housing
have sincerely been trying to do the
best job they can to get the residence
halls .ready for this year. They can't be
everywhere all the time, so we must be
patient for their help, or try to handle
some situations ourselves,
11

II

•••
ELLIE SMITH
Senior, Cleveland, OH
(318 Husman)

.

"As soon as I get a dresser in my
room, a top-desk drawer, and a
bottom-desk drawer that opens, I'll
really think that maintenance and
housing have done a fine job!"

•••
"MEX" MULHEIN
Freshman, Boston, MA
(226 Brockman

"I'm content living here. Maybe
someday I won't, but for now, it's
home, and the people are great!"

..,;;J.

• •.

Graduate Assistant, or Security."
Students must be willing to
cooperate in security . as Thomas
sees it. "Remember," she said, "it
is much easier to be laughed at for
overreacting than to kick yourself
later if something happens."
Wood would like to see students
walking on campus in groups of
three or more,' especially when using the wooded path near the
O'Connor Sports Center. "I am
very c~ncerned about the safety of
that path, even in the daylight,"
said Wood.
Security can be reached 24 hours
a day through the Student Development Office at 745-3201. GA's
(graduate assistants) can be reached
on a beeper system through Student
Development in an emergency.

Part·time work on campus,
stapling posters to bulletin
boards. Choose your own
schedule, 4·15 hours weekly.
No ·Seiling·- your pay is based
on the amount of material distributed. Our average campus
rep earns $4-$7 per hour. This
position requires the ability to
work without supervision. For
information, contact Jeanne
Swenson, 50Q.3rd Ave. W., Seattle, Washington 98119, (206)
282-8111.

.ne~s
THE SYMBOL OF
YOUR LOVE ...
This will be a very special
selection. We have many
diamond sol1 ta1res to
choose from. all
exceptional values.
and'we have some
very special people
to answer all
your questions
and help you
make your dec1s1on
[3,

Photo by Charles Bartolo

The tennis courts, located 10 the east of Kuhlman Hall, are ready for play again after recently being refinished.
Women's tennis tryouts will be held here today at 4 p.m.
·
·

WVXU boosted by Emery grant
By CATHY RIESER
News Reporter

Aided by a $10,000 grant from
Emery Memorial, WVXU begins
another year of operation.
WVXU received a total of three
grants which were used, together
with internally generated- funds, to
purchase a new transmitter.
"Getting rid of the six year-old,
· technically deficient transmitter
meant no more shut-downs on the
air, which occurred whenever major repairs cropped up. Once we
were held up for two days because
necessary replacement parts were
not immediately obtainable,''
stated Dr. James King, general
mamager of WVXU.
Now, however, King reports that
the new transmitter will keep the
station running efficiently on its 24
hour a day, seven day a week

S7S

WHAT DO
PETE BARLOW
RANDY FLANNERY,
MARK SCHROEDER,
. CHUCK HALL,
I

BILL UNGRUHHE,
DEBBIE WRIGHT,
JEFF WITSKEN,
REGINA VANIGLJA,
JOE GOMBACH,
JOHN SCHWEGMAN and
CLAIR SCHWENDERMAN

HAVE IN COMMON?.

The answer is they were ·
all xavier Army ROTC
ScholarshiP winners! If
you have above a 3.0
G.P.A. and the motivation
to add your name to the
list, contact Cpt. Jim
Michael at st. Barbara Hall
#3646.

tt~9n~'!Ju~J2

Liquor-Beer-Wine
Daily Lunch Specials
Italian Spaghetti & Ravoli
Antipasta-Chops
Sizzling Steaks-Chicken ·
Your Hosts George and Nancy
offer a return to happy dining.
2440 Gilbert Ave.
221-1857

Free Party Room
Happy Hour
Mon.-Fri. 4:00·6:30
Mon.-Thurs. 1 0:30·12:00
Fri.-Sat. 1 0:30-1 :30
Sun. 4:00-11 :30

schedule. The station will also be
upgraded in sound quality, experiencing lower distortion and
providing a clearer signal.
WVXU has gained membership
in the National Public Radio (NPR)
organization. This means the station has at its discretion, programs
it can pick up,from all other NPR
member stations. The "Morning
Edition" talk show is one such program which WVXU picks up and
broadcasts for its listeners.
The Corporation of Public
Broadcasting (CPB) has also included WVXU in its membership
ranks.
"We had someone from CPB
come to inspect the station," King
said. "He told us that we needed
more space if we were to operate
most effectively."
Shortly thereafter, WVXU

underwent physical expansion as ,
two new studios were built inside
the CBA building along the corridor rooms leading to the basement of Alter Hall.
Being a member of the CPB
makes WVXU eligible to receive
federal funding after a period of
one year. Also, training grants will
be made available to Xavier.
What does all this mean to a
Xavier student who has an ambition to become a part of WVXU?
Dr. King suggests an answer:
"We now have on campus a fullfledged, qualified radio station to
give valuable experience to those
students who are seeking it. Also, a
full-time staff can be hired and
maintained. For this, Xavier
graduates that have worked at the
station as undergraduates will be
my first choice."

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANERS
FIVE MINUTES FROM XAVIER CAMPUS

1 HOUR CLEANING
ALTERATIONS
NORWOOD PLAZA
10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER
STUDENTS AND FACULTY 1\fEMBERS

Introducing Regina Vanglia ...
Regina Vaniglia is someone special. She is a Xavier
graduate of the Class of 81 with a major in physics. Presently she is attending graduate school at the University
of Kentucky. While at Xavier, she was a member of the
Xavier Dancers, the Band, the Pershing Rifles Drill Team
and Army ROTC. Along with her degree, Regina received a commission as an Army Lieutenant.
About the ROTC ·program, Regina says, "My fellow
cadets are as close as my brother and sisters and have become people I can call on and depend ...
The program has taken me to far off and up places: 2000
feet over Ft. Benning, Georgia with just my parachute. I
would highly recommend ROTC to any student no matter what their career choice. !he military .enhances one's
credentials and increases professionalism."
We are looking for a few more people with the spirit,
drive and sense of adventure of Regina. If you're interested, contact Cpt. Jim Michael in the Military Science
Department #3646.

lllullratlon enlarged to 1how det.ell

605 Race Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
'tele: 621·0704

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

ATTENTION

FRESHMEN!!
Don't Let Your Parents
Miss Out On Any Of Your

Fantastic Xavier Experiences
Tell Them To Send Their $5.00 Subscription
To The XU NEWS For Home Delivery To:

Timothy Angel, Business Manager
XAVIER NEWS
University Center
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

•
•
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•
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XU students are people too!

South African returns home?
I said good-bye to a friend in August who
went to a place he might not be able to ever
leave again. We cannot exchange candid letters because they will probably be read. We
cannot talk frankly on the telephone because
someone will probably be listening. He was
not permitted to take certain books with him
and he has no right to complain about any of
this.
My friend did not go to prison. He just
· went home. Home for him is South Africa,
and my friend, Wiggy, is black.
Wiggy had more rights during his few
years in the U.S. than he does at home. During-his brief stay here he was free to do just
about anything except vote since be was not a
citizen. He does not have many rights in his
homeland because the white government enforces a strict policy of apartheid. If I could
go to South Africa tomorrow, I would have
more rights as a non-active white than he has
ever had in his 40 years as a native black. I
could go places he cannot. I could do things
he could not. His society would treat me, a
. visitor, better than it would treat him, a
native.

Student input on University committees, Xavier administrators exert, will aid in
the development of leadership and provide a means by which students can help formulate and explain University policies: Thus, Rev. Mulligan's decision to reject the
Student Government (SG) and the Afro American Student Association (AASA)
·proposals was a complete surprise to concerned student leaders.
Basically, the Budget Review Board proposal would have enabled SG to appoint a
student representative to the Executive Board of the Budget Review Committee. The
Executive Board is responsible for the detailed analysis of budget allocations and
tuition rates.
As it now stands, SG input into the financial analysis of this institution is at a
minimum. Yet, the conclusions of the Executive Board have adverse effects on all
students~ For instance, in February the Board of Trustees accepted the Budget
Review Board's 14.2 percent tuition increase- the biggest jump in the University's
150-year history. As noted, the detailed analysis regarding the tuition increase was
carried out within the Executive Committee of the Budget Review Board and then
presented to the general committee where three student representatives are a_llowed.
AASA's Affirmative Action proposal, if enacted, would have enabled st11dents to
play a more active role in understanding federal regulations as it pertains to affirmative action guidelines.
STEVE
AASA, throughout its brief 13-year history, has continuously addressed the conCAIN
cerns of minority students and University personnel from improved working conditions for cafeteria workers in 1971, to increased hiring of fulltime black faculty in
1980.
The Community Relations Advisory Council proposal is an attempt by AASA to
improve Xavier's influence in Cincinnati's black community.
Thirteen percent of the South African·
Racially, Cincinnati is 35 percent black. Xavier has an approximate 60. percent
student body comprised of Cincinnati residents. However, the University's black population is white, and the whites control
student body of Cincinnati residents is less than four percent - undoubtedly leaving just about everything that can be controlled,
especially government, businesses, and
room· for possible increased enrollment. _
S«!hools. Blacks cannot vote, cannot go to
SG and AASA should be commended for their actions in trying to pr_ovide im- white restaurants, and cannot attend white
proved representation of students' concerns. We hope that these concerns are well schools. They cannot associate in any way
articulated in later meetings with Rev. Mulligan. We are certain that student with whites in public.
representation on all three committees will prove fruitful for the entire University. · Wiggy's homeland recently invaded
Angola in ari alleged attempt to quell antigovernment forces based in that country.
The targeted group is the South West Africa
Peoples Organization (SW APO), a guerilla
army which is trying to gain freedom for its
people of Namibia. (If you are confused by
By DAVID ROTH
capped adults. One Friday evening a month all these names, you are like most Americans
ou..t Opinion
they are here for brief instruction, games, who know very little about the African contiStudent Volunteers has been a part of arid refreshments. They too look to Student nent. Thus a brief history encounter.)
Namibia, formerly South West Africa, has
Xavier for quite a few years now. As each Volunteers for support, and at the same time
been the victim of political football since
_
school year begins, the number of involved give so much to those .who help.
.Arrangements have been made for Xavier World War I, when it was attacked by South
students grows.
The group is exactly what the name sug- .students to work with elderly people at the Africa. The ·German government surrengests: students of Xayier who volunteer their Midtown Apartments, and with the patients dered· in 1915 and five years later the League
services. The services are directed through at Longview State Hospital, and Millcreek of Nations granted South Africa a mandate
agencies both on and off campus to people . :Psychiatric Center. Still another option is the to rule its new possession. DUtch-ruled South
St. John's Social Service Center.
Africa imposed its own apartheid on the
who are often overlooked.
·
Big Brothers and Big Sisters are also in- country and has refused to relinquish its ·
Last year several new programs were ·introduced to the Student Volunteers which _cluded among the outlets for Student mandate_ even though the United Nations
were ai:cepted with much enthusiasm. This- Volunteers. There will be a meeting for Big declared an end to it in 1966. The SWAPO
Sisters on Tuesday, September 15, at 6:30 army is fighting for the freedom and inyear still more opportunities will be added so that more needs are met and a greater p.m. in the OKl Room. The Big Brothers' will dependence of Namibia.
The young Reagan administration in its
meet at 7:30p.m. at the same place on the
range of interests can be pursued.
groping for a foreign policy has taken a gamSome vQiunteers donate their time here at same day.
To become a member of Student
Xavier. They volunteer time at the O'Connor
Sports Center and host the groups that come Volunteer's, one must be dedicated, patient,
to use the pool and gym. Among the guests and understanding. There are no material
who need Student Volunteers are the follow- rewards, glamour, or fame. The reward is the
ing: St. Joseph Orphanage, St. Aloysius Or- realizatipn that one has helped make life
phanage, St. Rita School for the Deaf, Bob easier for others who are less fortunate.
To the editor:
All Xavier students who are interested in
Hope House, and L.A.D.D. (Living ArSincere appreciation is due to our Alumni
rangements for Developmentally Disabled). Student Volunteers are invited to a meeting . Association: Thanks to their generosity in
This is a weekly or biweekly commitment to at 6:00p.m. on Thursday, September 17, in giving to University Funds they . have surthe OKI Room. If there are any questions, passed all other years. The total for Univerlend a watchful eye and become a friend.
Another group that comes to Xavier is the contact David Roth (745-3365 or 559-0165) sity Funds was $83,651.00 which ended on
Friends of Jesus, a group of mentally handi- or Fr. Don Nastold, S.J., (745-3201).
the fiscal year June 30, 1981. Other alumni

Volunteers reach out to help

Letter to the Editor

·(

Leftover MuUigan's Stew

ble in southwestern Africa. The administration has depicted the issue as part of its
world-wide war against Moscow. Unfortunately such a simplistic approach does not
address the root issue of the 'oppression the
peoples of South Africa and Namibia experience: Reagan sees only that SWAPO has
some Soviet connections. That should not
surprise anyone. Many revolutionarly groups
- and revolution is needed - are seeking
help from anyone who will give it. The U.S.
has not responded to any of those requests,
but instead lias supported the cause of the ·
oppressors. The official policy is that the
U.S. is striving for Namibia's independence.
Bulwarking the oppressor's morale surely is a
strange way to free the oppressed. I would
not be surprised if it is revealed that South
Africa launched this attack on SW APO after
President Reagan pledged his tacit approval
to the Botha governm~nt.
Soviet support of SW AfO should be even
less surp~ising if their role is thought of as
analogous to the one that the French played
in the American Revolution. France supplied
the Minutemen (the.SWAPO of 1776) with
arms, ammunition, naval vessels, and
troops.
·
I hope the Reagan gamble works, but I do
not think it will. Apartheid is a strict
religious belief held by the Dutch Reformed
Protestant Church of South Africa. Even
· though leading Dutch theologians have
modified their interpretations of scripture,
the hierarchy of the church still finds Biblical
basis for separation of races. Changing the
white minority's self-acclaimed superiority
will be a long, arduous task. It will probably
happen only by a bloody revolution.
Moscow and Washington are both most
likely unconcerned with the future of the oppressed races in southwestern Africa.· At
stake to the superpowers is access to rich
mineral resources there, especially diamonds.
More importantly at stake, though·, are the
lives and dignity of the black peoples of
South Africa and Namibia.·
The greatest natural resource of any country is its people, but until there is a successful
revolution, the blacks of those countries are
mere second-class citizens, like Wiggy, who
is a beautiful, brilliant man. He is a Roman
·Catholic priest, a fascinating teacher a·nd a
master of eight languages. These qualities
make him a dangerous man in .the eyes of the
South African government. He may very well
have spent some time in pri~on when he arrived home so the government .could readjust
him to apartheid society. I will never know
since he has no way of telling me. And
because he is in a position of influence as an
educator, he will probably always be watched
by his own government.
I wish Ronald Reagan could. spend-just one
day in Wiggy's shoes. Maybe the U.S. would
have a real foreign policy. It is too bad we
cannot say good-bye forever to the games
Moscow and Washington play. Instead the
two superpowers continue to bid farewell to
human dignity and justice ..

By -Mel_ani_e Licking
-ltSt6H'II
If '5 'Th.O,T
1lMt OF ~!CAl(,

AC.~\N ...

/

contributions to the Living Endowment
Fund, Scholarship Fund, Athletic Fund, and
the Sesquicentennial alone totaled
$6,594,301.00 as of July 3, 1981, and the
campaign is still on. Many Thanks!!! ·
CRISTY Fl:fLKS

r
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~------Jiusketeers------~
in athletic administration from
Ohio State and plans to take other
business courses while at Xavier.
He has also been active in the Big
Brother's volunteer service.

The Anthenaeum Meets
The Athenaeum, Xavier's literary magazine, is holding a gooeral
meeting on Monday, September 14 in Alter 218 at 2 p.m. The Anthenaeum requests submissions of prose, poetry, drama and reviews.
Send submissions to the Anthenaeum in care of Xavier University
prior to November 6, 1981.

Big Brothers

...

.

These young men need your support. All are invited to attend a
meeting on September 15 at 7:30p.m. in the·OKI Rooms.

Hello Big Sisters

· ···· --- · ·

This year the Campus Ministry has instituted a Big Sisters program here at Xavier. There. are young girls in the Cincinnati area
who would like very much .to have you for a friend. All those interested are_ urged to attend a meeting on September 15 at 6:30p.m.
in the OKI Rooms ..

XU Co·Op Opens
The XU Student Co-Op reopens Thursday, September 10.
Volunteers are needed to operate the store.

Community .Participation Committee
Anyone interested in working on the Student Government Committee, Community Participation, should attend a meeting Thursday, September·IO at 1 p.m. in the Student Government office. If ·
you are interested but cannot att~;:nd please leave your name and
number at the SO Office.

AASA Meets Again
The Afro-American Student Association (AASA) will meet on
Sunday at 3:30'p.m. at the Urban Affairs building. The AASA willcontinue to nieet every 2nd and 4th Sunday of each month.

Tony Harris

Tony Harris is the new assistant
athletic director and business
manager for athletics at Xavier. He
has worked with the Oakland A's as
a business sales representative for
ticket sales and in advertising promotions. He received his master's

.......

Mary Bell Porter works as the
new assistant director of admissions
at Xavier. Prior to that she was a
college counselor at Wyoming High
School and before that, a college
counselor at Highlands High
School in Ft. Thomas. She is active
in the Hyde Park Community
Church, the opera guild, and the
Northern Kentucky Mental Health
Center, as a board member.
Harriet Moster has begun working full-time after holding a parttime position for four years at
Xavier. She is assistant to the dean
of students and has a great interest
in classic work after having traveled
to Egypt, Greece, and Israel. She
was one of the first women to attend summer school at XU in 1946
when women could attend.
Paul Rattermann, a senior, had
the unique privilege this past summer to take advantage of a program

which the University offers, a six
week session of study at the University of Vienna Summer School.
There was a group composed of
faculty and students from XU and
others from across the U.S. who
travelled to Austria. "We studied
German, economics, and political
science, and it was an opportunity
to tour such ·cities as Salzburg,
Vienna, and Munich," Rattermann
stated.

..........

Michael Williams is a campus
police officer. He was with the division of safety and security at Basic
Security here in Cincinnati prior to
that. He served in the Vietnam War
as a military police officer and
worked as a probationary polic.: officer in Pasadena, CA.
Jane Carroll is the new Public Information office assistant and
FAX editor. She was a newspaper
reporter for the Middletown Journal and attended the University of
Cincinnati. She received her BA
from Wright State University and
plans to work on a Mei> in
counseling.

i<a;ate Cla$-ses Begin
Fall karate classes begin Monday, September 14 at 6 p.m. in the
multi-purpose: room in the O'Connor Sports Center. No experience
i~ necessary and all interested are welcome to attend.

..._,ESQUI

Student Government remains
very active in Xavier's life

By CHRISTOPHER SERNA,
Council to coordinate events. Nagy
tee plans to schedule the group
Grab Bag Editor
·
"Topaz" for the first weekend of
The purpose of Student Govern- also hopes to revitalize the Comment is to involve the student body muter Council which has recently October. The problems enWed., Sept. 9 Organization Day on the Mall, 12:30 p.m.
in activities relevant to Xavier's lost. some of its force. Both the countered concerning the
XU Players Rehearsal- Theatre, Univ. Center, 2
social and academic activities. Stu- Residence Hall Council and Comfieldhouse are being discussed and
p.m. and 8 p.m.
may soon be resolved if funds are
dent Gover'nment has been in- muter Council are groups which are
Pre-Law Society Meetihg - Fordham Room,
strumental in bringing about open to all members of the student
available to construct new exits.
Univ. Center, 3 p.m.
change through student involve- body.
Nagy envisions a less controverSoccer: XU at Miami, 3:30p.m.
ment. In the past they i1ave planned
sial Greek Week. Those portions of
Nagy set out some of the major
PRSSA- OKI Rooms, Univ. Center, 5:30-p.m.
activities which have benefited the events for the coming school year.
Greek Week X which many found
L.I.F.E. Meeting - OK! Room, Univ. ~enter,
students of Xavier. Recently SO has The first .. dance of the year is offensive will be modified. The Stu9:30p.m.
been useful in integrating Edgecliff scheduled for September 18 and dent Body president envisions
Thurs., Sept. 10 XU Players Rehearsal- Theatre, Univ. Center, 2 . ·
into the mainstream of XU's life.
Creek Week XI "to be less comwill be entitled "the Starlight
p.m. and 8 p.m.
The Student Government is com- Dance," held at Coney Island's petitive but to have more student
Pre-Law Society Meeting - OK! Room, Univ.
·
posed of 20 students from both
Moonlight Pavillion. The Social body participation."
Center, 2:30p.m.
Xavier and Edgecliff campuses · Committee is interested in contracCo-Op Meeting- Hearth Room, Univ. Center, 7
p.m.
.
which are elected annually. Cur- ting for an off broadway producXavier's Student Government
tion. Nagy has scheduled the last this past summer attended a conrently there are three vacant seats
Sailing Club Meeting- OK! Room, Univ. Center,
which are to be filled by September dance .of the semester at Music
ference of the American Student
.7:30p.m.
.
IS. If you are interested in filling. ·Hall.
Association to develop new ideas
Fri., Sept. 11.
Film -'- Ordinary People, Theatre, Univ. Center,
The Concert Committee's desires for XU's student government.
these seats, submit a resume to the
I :30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
are weakened by the fire depart- Nagy intends to remain in contact
Student Government office by
Sat., Sept. 12
Chemistry Department Dinner - Terrace Room,
ment because the fire department with Miami University, Kent State
September 18 at 5 p.m.
Univ. Center, 5 p.m.
inspector decided that the number University and Indiana University
This year's purpose of the Stu·Accounting Society- OK! Room, Univ. Center, I
of people estimated to use the to keep abreast of new ideas in stu. dent Government was stated in a re·p.m.
fieldhouse in a concert situation dent government. Student Govern. cent. interview with SO president,
· .-Sun., Sept. 13 Mass of the Holy Spirit - Bellarmine Chapel, 3:30
would be too great for the existing ment also plans to involve itsel( in
Julius Nagy. Nagy feels· so finds its
p.m.
exits. The size of the fieldhouse seeing that sources of financial aid
purpose in arresting apathy from
Soccer: XU at Kenyon, 2:30 p.m.
presents another inconvenience, continue to flow from the Federal
inside by including the student body
Mon., Sept. 14 Senate Meeting - Terrace Room, Univ. Center,
s,ince it would nqt accomodate Government.
in the activities planned by student
1:30 p.m.
government. "Beefing up" acenough people to make it
Fall elections arc scheduled for
Career Planning Meeting - OKI Room, Univ.
tivities is the key to Nagy's main
economically feasible to hold a con- the third week in October. Nine
Center, I :30 p.m.
cert. The fewer seats in the seats are open inlcuding freshman
goals. The appeal of these plans will
)fues., S~pt. 15 Big Sisters Meeting- OKI Room, Univ. Center,
fieldhouse would increase the price president and vice president and
be directed .at smaller groups rather
,/
6:30p.m.
of tickets to $20 for widely-known ' two freshman representatives. All
than the entire student body.
/
Big Brothers Meeting- OK! Room, Univ. Center,
groups and $15 for less well-known are urged to participate in student
The Student Government intends
7:30p.m.
performers. The Concert Commit· government.
to work closely with Residence Hall
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arts and
Squeeze is no lemon

'Light' just ·a .'meat market'·

ner of Vine and Calhoun Streets 'is others, a combination of rock and
foremost in successfully catering disco. Still others are hard rock onWhy is the "Lighthouse Ltd." the magic combination.
ly. Because of these marketing
such
a
"meat
market?"
Certainly,
The
"Ligh-thouse
Ltd.'s"
techniques,
the "Lighthouse" is
are able to combine the different
By ED SHEA
styles of the Beatles and mix that this question has plagued young transformation into its present con- virtually "shoe horned" to capacity
Album Reviewer
with the style of The Zombies and people in Cincinnati who are dition can be traced to its early every night.
But the big issue at hand is the
What pop group can boast of 10 C.C. The lyrics that Difford pro- desperately searching for a popular days, when it became Cincinnati's
having Elvis Costello produce their .duces are similar to those by Len- place to revel, dance, drink, and first discoteque. It was the 70's and basic reason why people are atcelebrate the "rites of passage" in- John Travolta; the disco revolution tracted to the "Lighthouse Ltd.'' It
fourth album and of having Rolling non & McCartney.
to adulthood. Countless thousands just beginning to loom over the is a "pick-up" place. Are you loneStorie proclaim them the savior of
of college-aged individuals have sh- horizon. But the management at ly? Wanna have a good time? It's
the U.K. music scene? The band is
Three of the fourteen songs have
The Squeeze, and their new album the possibility of becoming hit ed their collective adolescence and "Reflections" ("Lighthouse . easy at the."Lighthouse Ltd." Sex
shuffled blindly across the Ltd.'s" name tlefore it was packag- could be considered the common
East Side Story is described as being · singles. "Tempted" is already on
the emergence of the band. It is the some of the charts on the East pulsating dance floor at the ed .as a franchised chain of demoninator that draws in the
fourth album they've recorded, but Coast, and might soon be follbwed "Light," firmly establishing the nightclubs) saw disco's decline and · crowd .. When asked why he frethe first released in the U.S. They by "In Quintessence" and "So- Clifton discoteque as the favorite limited appeal, and revamped the quented the "Lighthouse Ltd.," a
should have waited to cross the meone Else's Heart." Costello's nightspot in town. But why, with its club. After a few years, "ReOec- slighltly inebriated patron remarkAtlantic. Don't misunderstand, the production of the album is worthy sundry reputation, do· the tions" disappeared, the ed, "Hey, man! When I wanna get
album isn't that bad, but for A&M of praise and maybe on the next multitudes flock to the "Lighthouse Ltd." appeared, and a laid, this is where I come." This is a
"Lighthouse Ltd.. ," just like lemm- new tradition in nighttime partying sentiment maintained by many of
album he'll get it.
to sink that kind of money into the
ings to the sea?
was born.
the club's patrons. Notice the many
album, I feel that could have been
at
the
"Lighthouse
The
clientele
couples
on the dance foor and at
put to better use.
I would have to say don't give up
Ltd." instantly grew in number and the various tables about the floor.
First, examine the "Light's"
on the Squeeze. This album is
Glenn Tilbrook and Chris Dif- similar to Michael Stanley's reputation. It is not a place social diversity. The differences can be It's guaranteed that most of them
ford share the duties as songwriters "Heartland," almost but not quite. wallflowers would relish. A "meat easily observed. On any given met only hours ago.
The "Lighthouse Ltd." is not the
and musicians, and this is probably Maybe after their current · tour market" is a public watering hole night, Izod LaCoste and khakis mill
place
to take a date. Rather, it is a
about
with
faded
dungarees
and
where
one
can
easily
meet
and.
inthe strong point of the band they'll hit the mark in the recording
public place to . "egoize" - to
tank
,.tops.
Topsiders
meet
spect
members
of
the
opposite
sex.
.~ay_~<: the s~ving point. These two
studio.
Sociologists would have a clinical workboots. Gone are the days of demonstrate one's sexual prowess
field day observing the primping, well-heeled junior executives .cruis- by seeing how "far" you can get.
parading and strutting of the ing for secretaries. Today, young Jerry Falwell would be appalled,
"Lighthouse Ltd.'s" clientele. Like people of every race and creed mer- but this is the reality of a "meat
a ritualistic,. symbolic mating rily drink themselves into oblivion market." When queried about the
dance, all is on clisplay to be sampl- at the "Light." An are there to antics and suggestive behavior of
~lfJ~
the clientele, an unidentified
ed
and approved. ·
have fun, and some even do.
r
'3 Of course, there are nightly gim- · employee commented, "I only
But in Cincinnati, there- exists
numerous establishments of good micks to increase attendance (to work here. So what?"
r
11\,
The "Lighthouse Ltd." remains
cheer specializing in cheap beer, pack 'em as sheep, so to speak):
\
c '''"".... ·
canned music and rambunctious double shots, beer buckets, free piz- legally above reproach. Managebehavior. There is the "Dixie Elec- za, no cover charge for college ment scrupulously examines
tric Co.," "Tomorrow's" and students. Different musical formals everyone's ID to ensure no
~
jtl
"Alexander's" (also in Clifton), yet are also employed to attract underaged ·individuals pass within.
((
11't
ll~~\.~...,.
the "Lighthouse Ltd.," at the cor- crowds. Some nights are still disco, Less than a modicum of behavior is
not tolerated. Two males were vying for the affections of an attractive female. When a· fracas erupted, the two would-be Romeos were
politely, but firmly, escorted from
977 East McMillan
the nightclub. Fighting is not
permitted.
at People's Corner
Management . benignly ignores
281-9637.
the excesses of its patrons.
"Lighthouse Ltd.'' ownership, in
fact, ·condones such behavior in
order to attract a larger crowd, and
(5f3) 821·2288
thus, make more money. ManageCome Visit Our Center
ment realizes that kids will be kids,
7719 Reading Road
and if a safety release valve were
Educational Center
Cincinnati, OH 45237
provided for the younger genera-·
"J\.
«; Q
·classes begin week of
ti~n, they would congregate in
TEST PREPARATION
1
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
9/16/81
.r~
.
~~.;?bhss. Hence, the "Lighthouse
For Information About Other Centers tn More Than 85 Major US Cities & Abroad
Jo1n the-College Crowd That's ~~
Ltd." But, as a member of the'
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 100·223·1712
Security Force put it most succinct-)
Been Here For The Last 8 Years! o~
ly., "The 'Lighthouse' is no place to
·begin a lasting relationship."
·
By GRF;G CLAYCOMB
Ent1rt1lilment R1vtewer
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Saturday is Special Draft Nite!
Super Sandwiches - Extra Hot Chili
Mixed Drinks - Hot Specials
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MEET JOE GOMB!\CH
Joe Gombach graduated from Xavier last
spring. This year Joe is working as a platoon
leader for the U.S. Army. Besides majoring
in business, playing rugby, parachuting, and
occasionally tipping back a beer at Dana's,
Joe took classes with the ROTC program.
·Why? According to Joe: ' 'I believe every. individual should be able to experience some
other part of the world ...for the next four
years I will b<; living in Europe at a salary
equal to or greater than most of my peers. In
. addition, I'll be vacationing on the Riviera
while my friends are washing salt off of their
cars. I would recommend ROTC to
anyone.''
poes Europe sound interesting to you? Contact Cpt. Bill Hampton (another Xavier grad
who has been there) at St. Barbara Hall

3646.
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!Springsteen returns
By CORINNE CONNOR
and MARY THOMPSON
Concert Prevlewers

The odds against this article getting into print were one hundred to
one. Our editors kept telling us,
"Be objective." We're not and let's
face it, how could. we be? We like
Bruce Springsteen. Throughout the
past year we've traveled over 700
miles to see .four Springsteen con'certs. It was worth every mile. Each
one was different and each one was
terrific!
Some critics feel that hearing
four energetic, no-nonsense hours
of rock and roll is what makes attending a Bruce concert so exciting,
but we think it's something more.
Call it commitment or call it dedication.
Unlike most concert acts, Springsteen is not out of touch with his
audience; he returns the respect and
enthusiasm they give him. Bruce
does not confine himself to 45 minute sets of comfortable material.
· Although there .are enough
~

classic Springsteen songs for everyone, he gives more.
He has shifted from the heavy
reliance on selections from The
River, seen in last October's Cincinnati concert, and does more early
material, along with a few songs by
other artists (notably John
Fogerty's "Who'il Stop the Rain"
and Woody Guthrie's "This Land
is Your Land") as well as new
material he has been working on.
He also interacts a great deal with
. the audience and makes the concert
intimate as well as professional.
(The encores get longer every time!)
The concerts are sure to be one of
the best in the city this year. It's
also the last chance most of us will
have to see Bruce and the East
Street Band before they go back into the studio. For those that are listening, the concert has a message.
But even if you're not "into" Bruce
it's an amazing four hours of rock
and roll. See you there next Sunday
or Monday, September 13 and 14 at
the Coliseum.

'1o4t S fAi{lU
Post Scripts are published on a weekly basis free of charge in the
Entertainment section of the News. Any student wishing to .submit
material to be considered for the Post Script section should turn it in to
the News office (located at the .Information Desk) the Monday before
our publication date. Post Scripts are subject to the availability of space
in that issue of the paper. We will try to include as many as possible.

PERSONALS
MANRESA PARTY al Edgecliff, Sarurday 8:30
p.m., BYOB- Ann

Nice legs- wear shorts more often!
Congratulations Anne!

Mike, no offense but ...
Do you have any true-blue friends?

Annual wine and cheese parry coming soon.
Hay Mrs. Ed - we· don't want you.

"I'm afler him. 11

Kay, how did you service motels?

Thcre:s a moose loose!

This i• rny friend ...

llhink you'll sray rogerher.

Florida did whal in !heir firs! game!

Chris, gag me! (ba, ha)

Paul, you're so pick-upon-able!

Who's your next blue collar workcr1
8 somerhing.

Lasr year I though! you were !he sweel and innocenl
·rype.

Do alligalors really do thar?
Sue, our own XU ccntcrfold1

.

Bernie "MAD DOG!'
Johnny, it was a joke!

Th~re

was ho malice intended.

T. who is what.

'Time~

dazzles the imagination

By JOE TROMBLA V
Album Reviewer

Roses, pac-man, werewolves, blue moon, vulnerable
entertainment editors, LaRosa's, jukebox tunes
... THANKS!

Nobody should be that straighl.

Bacon bits are still the best!

I only close !he door when ...

Got any more O'?tchcs on your bedpost.

collegiate crossword

Answers on page 6

News," one of the more motivating
features on the album. It begins
with a vibrant, possessive rhythm as
it looks at possible· headlines in a
futuristic news report. While we're
on the topic of the future, that's
what the next number, "21st Century Man" is about. The same goes
for "Hold on Tight to Your
Dream." The message is evident in
the title.
However, the album closes with
"Epilogue," a number with strong
overtones of Pink Floyd's "Dark
Side of the Moon" LP. Unoriginal
as this may seem, I still happen to
admire it for its flowing melodies.
All in all, "Time" is a brilliant
album; . stunning with musical
wizardry and special effects which
dazzle the imagination. Any ELO
fan's collection would he incomplete without it. The album
contains much ingenuity and diver.sity. Whatever the case, it is destined to sell millions.

Okay all you Electric Light Orchestra fans, the popular British
Rock group has come out with their
regularly scheduled release, and it
promises to be a good one. In fact,
it's one of their better albums.
Although on the chart just a few
weeks, "Time" has soared to
number 20. Gone are the stringdominated backgrounds that
established ELO's style and in its
place is found futuristic musical
sound effects that accentuate a
"From the End of the World" is
space-age culture facing the woes of more like an upbeat disco number,
future-shock.
but, with its powerfully refined exThe album opens with hibit of vocals, it turns out to be
"Prologue": a dynamic introduc- one of the better tunes on the
tion of a computerized message ac- album. Following it up is "The
companied by flaring b<Jckground Lights Go Down," a reggae
melodies that build up the mood for number that may be intriguing
"Twilight." 'Twilight" is typical of musically, yet lacking lyrically.
the powerful ELO vivacity, and it is
Even though "The Lights Go
a strong bet to impress listeners if it Down" falls short, the deficit is
soon accounted for in "Here Is the
appears on the charts.
Not to be outdone, "Yours Truly, 2095" breaks in with stunning
New Wave energy. The story tells !
of a guy who falls in love with an
IBM robot that is, in every way, ·,
like his old girlfriend - except
When it comes to affection. Because
of its refined and possessive ingenuity, "Yours Truly, 2095" is
probably the most prominent
release on the album.
The pace of the record is slowed
down somewhat with "Ticket to the
Moon," a flowing melody that is
characteristic of Jeff Lynne's song
wfiting capabilities. It is followed
up with "The Way Life's Meant to
If the answer to that question is YES
Be," a song about a man abandoned on another planet and isolated
from society, who wishes he were
back in 1981.
The first side concludes with one
of ELO's mosr brilliant instrumen- t
tal compositions, "Another Heart
Monroe Siding Rd., Xenia,

Skydiving

Did you ever wont to JUMP
out of on airplane?
- call us or...

GREENE COUNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER
Ohio
513-376-9293 • 372-6116

Bombur escaped with his life- barely.
Schnilz, did you like rhe beach parry'/

Breaks." It is a powerful, inspiring
display that typifies the highly
diversified electronic sound that has
so much become a part of the
group's act in recent years. The
second side opens with "Rain is
Falling." For those of you who are
familiar with ELO's past compositions, "Rain is Falling" is much
like a cross between two other ELO
numbers, "Don't Walk Away" and
"Standin' in the Rain," so there's
nothing really original here.

DOWN
ACROSS
I U.S.O. frequenlers
I Struggled for air
2 Wailing room
7 "Sound of Music"
3 31-Across film (4
family name
wds.)
12 Instruction from Jack
4 Absolve
Lalanne
5 Thomas S!earns
13 Passover book
17 "A _ _ Born"
6 French preposition
18 Build castles in the
7 31-Across film, "The
air
19 Taro rool
8 Car accessories
20 Effons
9 James and Tommie
21 Hurt
22 Give _ _ (care)
10 Annual links tourneys
11 "-·_Joey"
23 Nebraska Indians
14 31-Across film (4
24 Kind of shoppe
25 _ _ tennis
wds.)
15 Nitrogen compound
26 Prohibitionists
16 The face lhat
27 Madison Avenue
launched I,000 ships
employees
28 Andy capp's missis 20 Pemateuch
22 _ _ Romeo
29 Disappointed
24 Like "To a Skylark"
expression
30 Like or that (2 wds.) 26 Dumbbell
27 " ...exclaim _ _
36 Car
drove out of sight"
37 Hoopster Archibald
29 Ration
38 Deer
· 30 Official. proceedings
39 Thompson or
32 Devastate
Hawkins
'
4l _ _ Hruba
· 33 Queen of Hearts'
specialty ·
Ralston
· 34 Bit of politeness
42 Cocksure
43 Lay _ _ lhe line 35 Tavern inventory
• 44 "Bei Mir __ du 39 "The Rise of _ _
Lapham"
Schoen"
45 Sheet music notations 40 "Once upon
46 New York campus
41 Its own reward
initials
42 Record protector
47 Trading centers
48 Part of CPA (abbr.) 44 Bleated
45 Part of a piay
49 Walk
47 French miss (abbr.)
·st Part of a printing
SO Miss Hagen
press
53 Even a score (2 wds.) 51 Lie
52 Football positions
54 Play the market
(a~br.)
55 Relative of Anopheles
56 Noah and Wallace

Jump at your own risk.
Potentially Dangerous Risks Involved.

THE FASHION SHOP
916 East McMillan
.Cincinnati, Ohio 4~206
Between Gilbert and Super-X
on East McMillan

QUAUlY NEVER GOES OUT OF S1YLE.

JEANS • JEANS • JEANS
Ladies- Mens- Childrens
Slacks- Shirts- Shoes
Underwear- Coats- Sportswear

sports
PageS
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Photo by Tony Brown

The soccer team split in their weekend series bringing their season record to 1·2. The team plays again today at Ox·
ford against Miami University.

Coach remains optimistic after
soccer splits weekend twinbiD
By ALAN PARRA
Sports Reporter

The soccer team split its two
games this weekend in the Claude
Rost Memorial Soccer Classic, losing to the University of Illinois,
Chicago Circle Saturday night 2-0,
and then picking up its first win of
the season Sunday evening by
defeating Denison 1-0.
In the twinbill Saturday night at
Corcoran Field, the Muskies faced
a strong squad from Chicago Circle, the pre-tournament favorites.
The Muskies, while playing respectable defense, were unable to
generate an offense. In the first half
Xavier was able to get off three
shots and ended up with only 13 for
the game. Chicago Circle outshot
the Muskies in the first half alone
with 14.
Kwalid Zoodo put Chicago Cir-

cle up 1-0 at the 19:51 mark of the
first half on an assist from Goran
Gostovich. Chicago added an insurance goal in the· second half
when Tony Dominski fired a shot
past Xavier goalie Tom Kuechly.
"We faced a very good team
tonight," Coach John Capurro
remarked after the game, "so this
game is no indication of how we'll
do this season. We just have to
forget about tonight and start over
tomorrow," he added.
· Against Denison Sunday evening
at Nippert Stadium, the Muskies
put more pressure on the goalie,
taking 23 shots in the game. Xavier
scored its only goal of the game at
the 5:45 mark in the first half when
Marc Gilioli made a long pass to
freshman Bill Schulte, who headed
the ball into the corner of the net.
"Marc just made a ~ood pass and

team: .,...,,'-''~""'"
position: right wing back
wt: 149
hometown: Cincinnati

yr: senior·
ht: 5-9

when the goalie came out there was
no way I could miss,'' Schulte commented. His first goal as a Muskie
was all XU needed, as Kuechly,
with i 3 saves, recorded his first
shut out of the season.
"I've come into this season with
a different attitude," Kuechly said
after the game. "I didn't start the
second half of the season last year
and I wanted to play this year. I just
want to do my best, l}nd if the other
players do their best, we can win.
We don't want to start another
slump like last year. Hopefully, this
win will pick our heads up."
The win' brought Xavier's record
on the season to 1-2. Named to the
All-Tournament team were Marc
Gilioli, Tom Kuechly, Charlie Lenway and Greg Ohe. Xavier travels
to Oxford today to face Miami University.

Dave Weber originally planned to play football but he quit that
sport and began to play soccer after a grade school football injury.
Dave reports that he was terrible when he started soccer, but he
gradually improved. After four years of play with the.St. Xavier
High School Bombers, he made AII-GCL selection as a senior. In addition, he was a member of the All-Ohio team that t-raveled to
Europe. Now entering his fourth year as a Muskie, he has only gotten better; he was co-awarded "Most Improved Player" last year.
Coach. John Capurro stated that he is hoping Dave can aid captain
Greg Ohe in stabilizing the team this season.
Dave is the second of nine children and it looks as though he has
started a tradition- two sisters and a brother also play soccer. Dave
does not plan to continue soccer as a pro but, rather, to remain a
local amateur.
With a double major of Finance/Information Sysiems, Dave
hopes for a career in investment counseling with stockbrokers.

Muskie basketball on AM radio?
By JIM LACEY
Sports Repor1er

When Muskie basketball opens
this season, a noticeable change will
be apparent on the air waves as
WSAI-AM will now be doing the
play-by-play. XU's radio station,
WVXU-FM, will no longer broadcast the games as it has done in the
.past.
It is hoped that, in switching to
WSAI, a larger listening audience
than what WVXU 'could offer will
follow the games. WSAI, which is
becoming sports oriented, is located
at 1360 on the AM dial and broadcasts with 5000 watts of power.
A bonus in having 'SAl doing the
games is promotion. Being a commercial station, 'SAl will constantly plug the games in order to keep
their ratings up. These added plugs
"hopefully will also help to increase
the attendance at the games. Not
only basketball, but from time to
time they wiJI also plug other sports
here at Xavier," remarked Tom

Usher, Sports Information
Director.
· The athletic department decided
on WSAI after learning that
WCKY had a conflict in broadcasting all of the Muskie games. In
an agreement with 'SAl, the
athletic department promised to
help line up advertisers and thus a
deal was completed.
WVXU, which has traditionally
broadcasted the games,- also has the
opportunity to broadcast. According to Usher, "We definitely do
not want to give the impression that
we are pushing them out. The last
thing we want to do is get them off
the air." He added that between
1974-76, both· 'VXU and an AM
station covered games together.
Dr. James King, General
Manager of WVXU, confirmed
that 'VXU would no longer carry
the games. "I think it will be better
for them and forus this way," he
stated. He explained that AM stations cover longer distances and
that WVXU will keep their music

r-----otrertl111e----...'l
• Rugby - Faculty advisor Clint
Schertzer
Anyone who missed the general
meeting last night but is still interested in playing rugby should
contact Gerry Budi at 321-9963.
The first season match is scheduled
for September 23 against Queen City at 7 p.m.
• Tennis- Coach Jim Brockhoff
Women's tennis tryouts are tod~y at 4 p.m. on the tennis courts.
A practice match is scheduled
against Charlestorl University Sunday, September 13 at home, to a.m.
• Cheerleading ~ Coach Larry
Rattermann
Tryouts for th·e Muskie
cheerleaders are today and tomorrow from six to eight p.m. in the

Multi-Purpose Room of the
O'Connor Sports Center. Seven
couples will be selected.
• XUIM
Intramural softball rosters and
forfeit fees ($20) are due in the Intramural Office (Sports Center) no
later than 4 p.m. today.
Rosters for flag football and soccer are now available on the Intramural Table in the Sports
Center, in the Grill and at the Information Desk in the University
Center.
• Sailing
There will be an organizational
meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
the OKI room· of the University
Center for anyone interested in
joining the sailing club.

listenership intact. ·By broadcasting
the games, 'VXU would often
break into jazz programming, an
area in which the station is currently increasing its audience.
Sometime this week WSAI will
announce who will be calling the
play-by-play of the games.

(513) 821·2288
Come Visit Our Center
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Classes begin week of
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20% Discount to all
Xavier Students
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